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Harmonized information on habitat pattern, fragmentation and connectivity is one among the reporting
needs of the biodiversity policy agenda. This paper presents a generic, reproducible and integrated
characterisation of patterns into one modelling framework. Three available conceptual landscape model
components are customised, revisited and partly combined to derive a set of indices organized into four
families: general landscape composition, habitat morphology, edge interface and connectivity. A
harmonized mathematical description is provided for known and suggested new indices. Their unam-
biguous and easy computability is ensured with the integrated use of publicly available software (GUI-
DOS free-download software, Conefor Sensinode free software) and of newly programmed tools. An edge
interface tool combining morphological analysis and a moving window landscape mosaic tri-
dimensional model is presented; a “Power Weighted Probability of Dispersal” (PWPD) function is pro-
posed to make connectivity indices sensitive to the landscape resistance.

The methodology is demonstrated for the focal forest habitat, by using sixty-five in-situ based habitat
maps from the EBONE project (“European Biodiversity Observation NEtwork”). Twelve indices are
applied. A statistical analysis is then conducted using classical linear correlation and nonlinear Brownian
Distance Correlation (Mastrave free software modelling library) as alternative to traditional
dimensionality-reduction techniques and with an effort towards reusability in other contexts and
reproducible research, by means of concise semantic array programming codelets. The results highlight
the less correlated and fundamental pattern components, corroborating the hypothesized hierarchical
organization of the indices into four families, and also the feasibility of reducing further the number of
indices within each category.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Software availability

The described modelling integration entirely relies on publicly
available software (Fig. 3). Key passages are implemented bymeans
of:

� GUIDOS Toolbox. Free-download software available at: http://
forest.jrc.ec.europa.eu/download/software/guidos/.

� Conefor Sensinode. Free software (released under GNU GPLv3)
available at: http://www.conefor.org/.
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ullo).
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The statistical analysis is implemented by means of:

� Mastrave modelling library. Free software (released under GNU
GPLv3þ): http://mastrave.org/.

The complete modelling steps are summarized in Fig. 3 where
straightforward passages integrate the use of well-established GIS
tools (ESRI ArcGIS or GRASS GIS) and concise array programming
codelets (Mastrave within GNU Octave, Python) A non-monolithic
approach led to the use of semantic array programming for
expressing less trivial steps as concise data-transformations easy to
reuse and adapt (available in the article and online Supplementary
materials).

1. Introduction

This research is motivated by the need for a reproducible and
concise characterisation of landscape patterns based on key generic
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ecological principles and integration of available approaches.
Despite the plethora of landscape pattern measures available in
literature, methodological guidance is still missing on how to
conduct pattern assessment (Bogaert, 2003; Riitters et al., 2009) to
ease and better support the (non-expert) user community in
implementing policy, such as for continental reporting on habitat
fragmentation and connectivity in the biodiversity policy agenda
(European Commission, 2011; European Environment Agency,
2012; Convention on Biological Diversity, 2010; Forest Europe,
2011). This research used scientifically well-founded landscape
ecological (inter-related) principles which exist in literature
(Lindenmayer et al., 2008) and policy guidance documents for
reporting on impact of fragmentation and climate change (Fischer
and Lindenmayer, 2007; Kettunen et al., 2007).

The use and combination of more than one landscape concep-
tual measure index is strongly recommended to provide more
insight for landscape conservation, yet it is rarely done
(Lindenmayer et al., 2008). Indeed, no single measure can fully
capture the complexity of the spatial arrangement of patches.
Often, studies concentrated onmeasuring one component of spatial
pattern, like landscape composition, spatial pattern or connectivity
while such components are inextricably linked. On the other hand,
the combination of multiple components of a pattern into a single
value (Bogaert et al., 2000) or the reduction of the number of
indices using factor analyses failed to render the ecological mean-
ing of the designated index to the analyst (Herzog et al., 2001).
Where the intrinsic multiplicity of problem dimensions appears so
evident, modelling integration should avoid hiding their trade-offs,
of possible relevance in the scienceepolicy interface, and should
transparently use multiple criteria (de Rigo, 2013) so as to help
multifunctional analysis (O’Farrell and Anderson, 2010). Indices
should be more effective in terms of their ability to capture
different aspects of spatial pattern, their simplicity and their ease of
interpretation (Li and Wu, 2004), regardless they are applied at
large scale (Riitters et al., 2000, 2009) or at habitat scale (Wrbka
et al., 2004). The indices should be organized into landscape
pattern components which remain ecologically meaningful and
easily understood by the user community e including non-experts.
For meaningful inferences in patterneprocess correlation analysis,
simple measures1 (patch size, edge, inter-patch distance, propor-
tion) are recommended rather thanwith complex nonlinear indices
(evenness, etc.), as well as relative and well explained range of
index values (range from 0 to 1 with clear ecological meanings of
the minimum and maximum values). A low redundancy of indices
is further required within and across the different landscape
components.

To address the integration of indices into a concise modelling
frame organized into landscape pattern model components, the
current study proposes to concentrate on four key pattern related
principles which are listed below and for which three available
landscape modelling approaches are potentially relevant. The three
approaches that will be tested, revised, customised and pro-
grammed when necessary have already been proved valuable at
different application scales and geographical regions.

- First, easily computable measures are required to describe a
focal habitat in a given landscape in terms of its total amount, its
pattern and landscape context. Habitat pattern (spatial
arrangement of patches) is inextricably linked to habitat amount
in assessments (Koper and Schmiegelow, 2006). Habitat pattern
affects the interactions between and within species both within
and betweenpatches. The landscape context of habitats, in other
1 Mostly, non-additive measures.
terms the interstitial environment between patches or habitat
matrix (Dennis et al., 2003) influences habitat content (e.g.
vegetation condition).

- Second, morphological shapes of habitat play an ecological role.
For example, the geometry of habitat edges (protrusions, cor-
ners) and the presence of clumps of habitat in the landscape
matter for aggressive edge specialists (Taylor et al., 2008); linear
strips of habitat enhance the spatial continuity in a fragmented
landscape; interior areas of patches do not experience strong
influences from neighbouring patches of other land cover cate-
gories (Rutledge, 2003). The mathematical morphological
spatial pattern analysis (MSPA) application in the free-download
software GUIDOS,2 developed by Soille and Vogt (2009), pro-
vides automatically and unambiguously a segmentation of
geometric features from any binary map. It particularly allows
the detection of linear connecting pathways between patches
and branches at edges as well as disconnected patches. The re-
sults aremutually exclusivemorphological pattern classes (‘core’
and non-core as ‘perforated,’ ‘edge,’ ‘islet’, ‘connector’, and
‘branch’). The software was applied for different purposes,
among others in the US (Wickham et al., 2010), Europe
(Mubareka et al., 2011; Clerici and Vogt, 2013) and Africa (Bucki
et al., 2012). The method provides at all scales more precise
spatial and thematic pattern classification than the amount-
adjacency model based on image convolution from Riitters
et al., 2002 (Vogt et al., 2007a,b). Because pattern classes are
mapped at pixel level, it is also better suited than aggregated
measures over fixed area grid as in traditional patch area and
edge based measures (McGarigal et al., 2002). Furthermore,
because MSPA uses geodesic distance to implement edge width
and derive all non-core classes, edge widths are not rounded to
the nearest distance in increments of the cell size as in tradi-
tional edge measure like in McGarigal et al., 2002. However,
MSPA requires a customisation of entry parameters and outcome
classes adapted to the field of application. Its main limitation is
the over-simplification of the landscape in a binary model.

- Third, habitat edges are interfaces between two types of habitat.
Edge effects may be positive (high biodiversity) or negative
(spread of exotic species) features for a landscape. The perme-
ability of edges influences habitat quality for interior-inhabiting
species (Ries and Sisk, 2004) depending on the similarity of the
adjacent habitat types (Lidicker and Peterson, 1999). The
discrimination between natural/semi-natural types of interfaces
and more anthropogenic ones are relevant to the edge perme-
ability or “hardness” that is, its resistance to being crossed by
focal organisms. For example, human-induced edges are more
short-term “hard” landscape features such as woodland-
cultivated interfaces, while natural edges are more a long-
term “soft” feature (due to soil type, topography, etc.) with
high structural diversity (Ries et al., 2004; Ries and Sisk, 2004).
The landscape-level mosaic approach from Riitters et al. (2009)
describes the landscape mosaic context of a focal land cover
class and enables the mapping of edge interface zones at pixel
level while other traditional edge contrast measures provide
statistics at patch, class or landscape level (McGarigal et al.,
2002). It was recently applied to evaluate the anthropogenic
risks of grassland and forest habitat degradation from land cover
maps over the United States. The model ‘integrates’ but is not
explicit enough on the geometry of patches of a focal land cover
(whether the edge is from a patch including interior habitat, a
linear connecting path, a protrusion at edge of a patch) and on
2 http://forest.jrc.ec.europa.eu/download/software/guidos.
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their inter-patch distances. This landscapemodel is not available
as software and needs to be programmed.

- Last, habitat connectivity matters for the migration and survival
of species and for the control of invasive species and diseases. It
is a combined product of structural and functional connectivity
(Kindlmann and Burel, 2008) and includes habitat connected-
ness for a given taxon, the species perspective of landscape
connectivity (connectedness of ecological processes) and the
human landscape perspective (physical connectedness of
habitat patches). The probability of connectivity index devel-
oped by Saura and Torné (2009) is based on structural measures
(distances, habitat availability and graph theory) and functional
measures (probability of dispersal according to dispersal dis-
tance and matrix resistance). The free software Conefor Sensi-
node3 allows the index to be computed. This index was recently
modified into the equivalent connected area (ECA) index,
defined as the size of a single patch (maximally connected) that
would provide the same probability of connectivity as the actual
habitat pattern in the landscape (Saura et al., 2011a). The index
sensitivity to habitat amount andmatrix permeability still needs
to be addressed.

Recently, the integration of theMSPA application of GUIDOS and
the Conefor has been tested by Saura et al. (2011b) for assessing the
individual importance of core habitat areas and connectors in
providing connectivity. We also propose to test the integrated
benefit from the individual and complementary strength of the
landscape model components and to revisit or amend related
indices. A harmonized mathematical description of indices (based
on arrays) will be provided. In addition, particular attention will be
paid on the feasibility of unambiguous reproducibility (Morin et al.,
2012) of the modelling approach. The “curse of ambiguity”
mentioned by Ince et al. (2012) highlights the role of free scientific
software; availability of software code and data are the first steps
towards reproducible research according to Peng, 2011. GUIDOS
and Conefor are two publicly available software packages. GIS and
array programming tools will be used when implementing the
approach. The required array programming entirely relies on free
software. For the GIS data-transformations, an alternative is pro-
vided to ESRI ArcGIS by means of equivalent transformations
available in the free software GRASS GIS. Since software uncertainty
appears as unavoidable (Lehman and Ramil, 2002), conformity of
software with the described mathematical formulation (Joppa
et al., 2013) is supported by exposing (see Annex 4 of
Supplementary materials) concise array programming codelets (de
Rigo, 2012c) of less trivial processing steps.

A statistical linear and nonlinear correlation analysis is further
proposed for identifying a subset of less correlated indices. The
overall objective of the analysis is to highlight the distinctive as-
pects of less correlated indices, in the view of investigating the
significance and applicability of the proposed indices’ classification
in a few categories defined according to the previously mentioned
ecological principles. The proposed analysis is an alternative to
traditional dimensionality-reduction techniques. Methods such as
Principal Component Analysis and hierarchical clustering of indices
are more traditionally used in the landscape ecology field as in
McGarigal et al. (2009). The new suggested approach is designed in
order for index nonlinearities (Li andWu, 2004) to be elegantly and
concisely taken into account with a wide spectrum of generality e

also considering general monotonic transformations in a robust
rank-based (Lechner et al., 2013) assessment.
3 http://www.conefor.org. An updated list of worldwide applications is given in
the “Applications” section of the Conefor website.
Due to the relatively small set of samples, the analysis pur-
posely did not attempt to derive explicit linear or nonlinear
principal components4 (Kramer, 1991; Dong and McAvoy, 1996;
Schölkopf et al., 1998; Scholz and Vigàrio, 2002; Scholz et al.,
2008), nor to focus on explicit linear or nonlinear regressors be-
tween the indices. Instead, a more general approach is proposed
for estimating “the degree of all kinds of possible relationships”
(Szekely and Rizzo, 2009a) between indices without deriving
actual relationships. The approach is based on the Brownian Dis-
tance Correlation (Szekely et al., 2007; Szekely and Rizzo, 2009a,b;
Lyons, 2011) and benefits from the conciseness and easy repro-
ducibility of the semantic array programming paradigm as
implemented (de Rigo, 2012a) by the Mastrave5 modelling library
(de Rigo, 2012b,c) within the GNU Octave computing environment
(Eaton et al., 2008). It allows the contribution of each index to be
assessed as a provider of information not derivable from other
indices or groups of indices, neither considering linear nor
nonlinear relationships, under weak mathematical assumptions.6

The proposed approach is straightforward to replicate and reuse
in different contexts where a similar analysis of heterogeneous
indices would be of interest. It is designed as a statistically
intensive data-transformation for deriving a concise set of rank-
ings (see Table 8) of less correlated indices, also allowing com-
parison against aggregations of indices (families). Despite being
inherently quantitative, the analysis stresses the importance of
subsequent semantic interpretation of the qualitative information
it summarizes, aiming at providing evidence for corroborating or
rejecting hypotheses and better analysing some less obvious
emerging relationships.

As a case study, the models and statistical analysis are investi-
gated from a harmonized in-situ database of habitat maps available
across Europe in the European EBONE research project (“European
Biodiversity Observation Network” project at www.ebone.wur.nl).
It provides a new unique opportunity to derive more general
principles getting away from the traditional case study specific in a
single geographical location, or from the landscape specific or
species-specific landscape ecology investigations (Lindenmayer
et al., 2008). The study emphasis is on habitat pattern rather than
on habitat function or quality, and on providing guidance in the
selection of indices and their harmonized, unambiguous mathe-
matical formulation. The current analysis builds upon preliminary
pattern model implementation and results over the same dataset
available in Estreguil et al., 2011. It now develops one mathematical
framework that classifies known indices and suggests new ones as
logical complement. It also introduces the idea of a unique
modelling framework for implementation. The paper starts with
presenting and integrating the models by providing an abstract
mathematical and semantic formulation of indices, and their ag-
gregation in families (as semantic dimensions characterising
habitat patterns). It then develops from a concrete case study to-
wards a statistical analysis aiming at the corroboration of the
emerging classification of four index families.

2. Data and methods

2.1. General landscape

Because European landscapes are long influenced by humans, native or so called
‘natural’ vegetation is rare, ‘natural’ is a poor facsimile of what was natural for that
ecosystem. To describe the general landscape composition, the term ‘natural’ refers
can be mostly reduced, may be classified within the feature extraction methodol-
ogies (Scholz et al., 2008).

5 http://mastrave.org.
6 The indices, considered as real-valued random variables, are expected to have

finite second moments (Szekely and Rizzo, 2009a).

http://www.ebone.wur.nl
http://www.conefor.org/
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Table 1
Data input and notation.

Data input and notation

The land use/land cover of a
landscape is simplified into
four classes: Focal habitat
(Forest), Natural non-focal
habitat (Natural non-forest),
Agriculture, Artificial.

i, j refer to patches of the focal
habitat (from 1 to n, where n is
the number of patches in a
given landscape of area AL).

ai is the area of the i-th focal
habitat (Forest) patch.

The share of natural/semi-natural habitats in landscapes is measured in addition to
the share of the focal habitat of interest (Table 2).
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to natural and semi-natural habitats which are analysed in contrast to more
intensively used landscapes such as agricultural and artificial surfaces (Table 1).
2.2. Morphological pattern model

Automatic spatial pattern mapping was tested by implementing the mathe-
matical morphology analysis (MSPA) proposed by the software GUIDOS. This
application provides twenty-five classes which are obtained by segmenting an input
binary raster map (foreground focal habitat class set to 1 and background non-focal
habitat set to 0). They can be reclassified into seven mutually exclusive spatial
pattern classes (core, edge, islet, bridge, loop, branch, perforation). The classes were
customised for our study. They were partly renamed and aggregated into the five
classes as follows; the shares of their focal habitat area were also calculated
(Table 3).

‘Interior’ (IF): foreground pixels beyond a distance of a given size parameter s to
the background (s), and obtained by erosion of the inputmapwith a Euclidian disk of
radius equal to s. The class Interior is the core MSPA original class. The edge size s is
the only parameter fixed by the operator.

‘Islet’ (IS): foreground pixels that do not contain any core. Islets are areas of small
and/or elongated and thin non-core isolated fragments. Islets are potentially
vulnerable to disappear due to their shape and size; depending on their landscape
context, they offer stepping stones for pollination and dispersal of habitat species
between core patches.

‘Boundary’ (BO): pixels on the boundary of a cluster of core pixels, outer side
(edge) or internal side (perforation). Boundaries are edges with a fixed width, they
likely host edge habitat which in turn may have effects on interior habitat.
Table 2
Indices based on general landscape model.

General landscape model

The landscape composition i
of interest.

Two indices: Focal habitat (f

Units: dimensionless (percen

Range: the index approaches
equal 100% when the entire
no focal habitat (or natural la

Why? Fragmentation involve
of natural/semi-natural land
‘Connector’ (CO): foreground pixels with no core that connects at least two
different core units (bridge) or connects to the same core unit (loop). They are
structural connections between interior parts of patches and potentially act as
pathways for species.

‘Branch’ (BR): foreground pixels with no core that is connected at one end only to
a connector or an edge of core. Branches typically identify habitat protrusion at
edges (for example, tree encroachment in grasslands after land abandonment).

The aggregation of connector and branch classes is also proposed to capture
linear features (LI). Linear features represent linear habitat areas physically con-
nected to interior patches, in contrast to islets.

2.3. Edge interface model

For a focal habitat class, different types of edge interface need to be discrimi-
nated in terms of edge morphology (e.g. linear features, edge of interior habitat) and
adjacent habitats/land uses (e.g. edges along natural/semi-natural lands, edges
along more anthropogenic lands i.e. agricultural and/or artificial). The similarity
between the focal habitat and adjacent habitat (e.g. forestegrassland) is also a
concern. To achieve this, the combination of the previously introduced morpho-
logical model and an available landscape mosaic model was conceptualised, pro-
grammed and tested.

In the landscape mosaic model originally developed by Wickham and Norton
(1994) and amended in Riitters et al. (2000 and 2009), the landscape context of a
focal class can be obtained by applying a ‘moving window’ approach over a tri-
dimensional input raster habitat map (e.g. three input classes U, A, N as artificial,
agricultural and natural lands in Figs. 1 and 2).

A given piece of land is classified into one of seventeen landscape pattern types
on the basis of the proportion of the three main classes in immediate surroundings
and pre-defined thresholds (landscape triangle in Fig. 1). The size of the surround-
ings (landscape context) is defined by the size of the ‘moving window’ around the
piece of land. The output raster map provides seventeen landscape mosaic pattern
types. Edge interface zones are mapped for each of the three main classes (e.g. U, A,
N). Only core pattern categories (NN, AA, and UU) may include both edges and
interior part of patches (Fig. 2 centre). In this study, a tool (‘MOSAIC’) was developed
to implement and amend this conceptual model. The seventeen types were aggre-
gated into four main mosaic pattern categories for each of the input three classes.
Further, a “similarity” assumption was made to categorise the permeability or
“hardness” of edge interfaces between adjacent classes. Sub-classes of each input
class (typically foresteother natural class) were considered similar, making among
them soft interfaces.

Fig. 2 (right) illustrates the four mosaic pattern categories for a focal habitat
(forest) class belonging to the N category:

- Focal habitats in ‘core natural’ patterns (NN) are always (100%) adjacent to
natural/semi-natural habitats or in the interior part of patches. “Soft” edge
interface types are classified as natural.

- Focal habitats in ‘mainly natural’ patterns (N) are mainly (80%) bordering
natural/semi-natural habitats, thus in “soft” edge interface types which are
classified as natural.

- Focal habitats in ‘mixed natural’ patterns (MN ¼ Na þ Nu þ Nua) are embedded
in a predominant natural context (Nx), but are significantly fragmented by
agricultural and/or artificial land. “Hard” edge interface types are classified as
‘artificial’ interface.
s summarized by the share in natural habitats and the share of the focal habitat

orest) land proportion; Natural land proportion.

tage)

0% when the focal habitat (or natural land) is rare in the landscape unit and
landscape unit consists of focal habitat (or natural land). The index is 0% for
nd) in the landscape unit.

s the reduction of total focal habitat (forest) area. The presence and dominance
s in a landscape make it easier for species to adapt to focal (forest) habitat losses.



Table 3
Indices based on the morphological pattern model.

Morphological pattern model

The focal habitat cover is described according to five classes. Interior areas are beyond a fixed distance to the
border (edge width); Boundaries of interior areas; Connectors and Branches are Linear features that are always
connected to interior areas, while Islets are physically isolated.

Indices: focal habitat share in Interior, Boundary, Connector and Branch (Linear feature) and in Islet.

Unit: dimensionless (percentage)

Range: the index ranges between 0% and 100% and is calculated for each morphological class. The sum of the
proportions of each morphological class makes 100% i.e. the whole focal habitat.

Why? Fragmentation relates to the ratio of interior versus non-interior habitat. Interior areas provide suitable
habitat for interior species. Boundaries are more exposed to the penetration of invasive species. Linear features
and islets are key features for habitat provision services but are often vulnerable to disappear due to their
shape and size.
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- Focal habitats in ‘some natural’ patterns (SN ¼ sum of all the other types) are
predominantly in human induced contexts (Ux, Ax, Mix) (i.e. forest patch in
agricultural landscape), thus with “hard” edge interface types which are clas-
sified as ‘artificial’ interface.

Then, the mosaic model was combined with the morphological model to
discriminate between the interior and edge part of patches, and among different
edge morphologies (boundary, islet, connector, branch, linear feature). The combi-
nation consisted of overlapping each model output pattern maps for the focal class
of interest. The ‘window’ of the mosaic model must be defined as a Euclidian disk of
radius s, as in the MSPA of the GUIDOS software. By doing so, the landscape mosaic
context of each non-interior habitat morphological shape class (MORPHMosaic) was
mapped at pixel level, thus enabling to characterise the edge interface as natural (for
‘soft’ interface with similar adjacent habitats) or as artificial (for ‘hard’ interface). A
Fig. 1. The fifteen landscape pattern types derived with th
new “similarity” index (SI) was proposed to translate the dominance of natural edge
interface (landscape mosaic context equal to NN) for each specific habitat
morphological shape class (Table 4). For example, for habitat patches with interior
areas, SI-BONN gives the NN proportion in their boundary BO class; i.e. the edge
proportion always along natural/semi-natural habitats. Similarly, it can be applied
for other edge morphological shapes (SI-ISNN, SI-CONN SI-LINN). Alternatively, SI-
BOMNþSN refers to artificial edge interfaces and provide the proportion of habitat
edges which are along anthropogenic lands.

This model combination further enables to amend the delineation of interior
habitat by accounting for both the morphological criteria (as in IF class) and the
‘hardness” of edge interfaces. No edge depth (s) is then applied when adjacent hab-
itats are similar to the focal class. For example, when forest is adjacent to ‘natural’
habitats, the interior forest (IF*) class is the IF class enlarged by the NN part of the
boundary class (BONN) and its forest proportion (IF*P) could be calculated (Table 4).
e landscape mosaic index (from Estreguil et al., 2011).



Fig. 2. Processing steps in the landscape mosaic index. Left: aggregation of landscape habitat into three main categories; centre: landscape types as result of mosaic process; right:
four main landscape categories mapped for a focal habitat (forest).

Table 4
Indices based on the edge interface model.

Edge interface model

The edge interface model is derived from the integration of the landscape mosaic and the morphological models.
Focal habitat edge interfaces are differentiated by morphology (edges of interior, connector and branch as linear
features, islets) and characterised according to the similarity of adjacent habitats (focal habitat edges along
natural/semi-natural lands as natural edge interface, edges along more anthropogenic (i.e. agricultural and/or
artificial) lands as artificial edge interface).

Three indices: focal habitat edge proportion with a natural edge interface, focal habitat edge with an artificial edge
interface, focal habitat proportion in interior areas and with a natural edge interface.

Units: dimensionless (percentage)
Range: the indices range between 0% and 100%

Why? In temperate regions, fragmentation relates to the shift in land use at edges. The permeability of interfaces
for species dispersal depends on the similarity of adjacent habitat types and is likely higher in the case of natural
edge interfaces.
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2.4. Connectivity landscape model

The free software Conefor Sensinode 2.27 (Saura and Torné, 2009) computes the
area-weighted Probability of Connectivity (PC) index for a focal class in a given
landscape, based on topology (inter-patch distances), patch attributes such as area
and species specific dispersal ability. In this model, each link between every two
patches is characterised by a probability of dispersal, obtained as a function of
distance (a decreasing exponential function of either the Euclidean (straight-line)
edge-to-edge distance or the effective distance, matching to a 50% probability for a
specific average dispersal distance). In PC, for each pair of patches, the weight for
areas (intra-patch) is important in comparison to the small value of the pij compo-
nent. Our concernwas thus about rendering the connectivity indexmore sensitive to
the landscape matrix permeability (“hardness” of dispersion depending on simi-
larities of adjacent habitats in the matrix), and allowing more flexibility in ac-
counting for intra-patch areas and inter-patch dispersal in the index mathematical
formulation.

A new family of connectivity indices was formulated. It may be referred to as
Power Weighted Probability of Dispersal (PWPD), i.e. a power function of the proba-
bilities of dispersal between patches, weighted on the basis of a generic function of
the corresponding origin and destination patch areas (Table 5). The numerator ac-
counts for the information conveyed by the probabilities of dispersal and by
appropriately weighting them. The denominator analyses the quantities used to
7 http://www.conefor.org.
derive the weight-functions (i.e. the areas of the i-th and j-th patches between
which the ij-th corresponding probability of dispersal is computed) along with AL to
provide a normalization factor. The weight-function of choice can generically
transform the information on patch areas to consider for example either their
product (as in the case of PC) or only one of them per each pair or even neither of
them, in which case the weight-function is a constant function. Auto information,
when origin and destination patches are the same patch, can be included or
excluded by means of the exponent a which easily allows the Kronecker delta dij to
be neutralized (the effect of dij is tomathematically isolate auto information). Table 5
illustrates the way each component of the PWPD equation e applied to the focal
habitat (f), average friction per distance unit (avf) and average dispersal distance (d)
as PWPD(f,avf,d) e is instantiated to generate each of the further considered con-
nectivity indices:

- The PC and RPC indices (i.e. square root of PC) apply the product of areas for
each pair of patches. As for the equivalent connected area (ECA) index in Saura
et al. (2011a), RPC offers a more reasonable and usable range of variation (from
0 to the total focal habitat proportion FP), and an easier and more straight-
forward interpretation with respect to the focal habitat area proportion. The
‘distance’ between RPC and FP in the landscape depends on how large are the
patches, how far they are from one another and how easy is the dispersal in the
landscape matrix in between focal habitat patches. In two landscapes with
equal focal habitat area proportion (FP), the more connected landscape will be
the one with RPC closest to FP, i.e. with larger and more effectively connected
patches.

http://www.conefor.org/


Table 5
List of indices derived from the connectivity model.

Connectivity model

The probability of habitat connectivity in a given landscape is derived on the basis of habitat area, topology
and the landscape permeability for a given species dispersal ability. It relates to functional distances between
habitat patches.

Four sub-indices derived by Power Weighted Probability of Dispersal (PWPD):
Area-weighted connectivity index set: focal habitat (forest) connectivity (intra-patch and inter-forest patch).
- PC: Probability of Connectivity index.
- RPC: Root Probability of Connectivity index.
- IsoSi: Isolation Sensitive Index.

Unweighted connectivity index: proxy of landscape permeability (only inter-habitat patch functional distance
with resistance values for the non-habitat lands.
- APC: Average of Probability of Connectivity.

Units: dimensionless

Range: [0, 1]

Why? Fragmentation is about isolation due to increased functional distances between patches. The lack or loss of
connectivity reduces the capability of organisms to move and can interfere with pollination, seed dispersal,
wildlife migration and breeding.

Generic connectivity index description Index

Power Weighted Probability of Dispersal (PWPD): a power function of the probabilities of dispersal
between patches, weighted on the basis of a generic function of the corresponding origin and
destination patch areas. PWPDðf ;avf ;dÞ ¼
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- The area-weighted connectivity index adapted from Hanski (1994, 1998),8 called
Isolation Sensitive Index (IsoSi), and similar to PC, only considers the destination
patch area, but its mathematical formulation is symmetric with that considering
theoriginpatch area instead. It puts less emphasis on intra-patch connectivityand
renders it more sensitive to the inter-patch landscape matrix permeability and
possible barrier effects, andmore focusedon theprobabilityof speciesmovement.

- A new index of connectivity, untitled the unweighted Average of Probability of
Connectivity (APC), only accounts for the probability of dispersal between
patches based on the matrix resistance, the configuration of focal habitat
patches but not their areas. It is normalizedwith the square of the patch number.

As shown in Table 5, the denominator function g(a(f), AL) may be simpler.9 All
four indices can be derived using a simplified function g(AL) in the form of (AL/n)g

which does not consider information on focal habitat area a(f). The proposed general
formulation allows a richer set of connectivity indices to be described as instances of
the same equation, as for example the normalization function in the denominator
might combine a(f) and AL or instead only refer to a(f) (see Annex 6.C2
in Supplementary materials). The PWPD formulation can easily include extended
definitions on how distances should be computed. For example, switching from a
complete description of the focal habitat graph topology to a planar one, or from
excluding intra-patch distance to also including it (Foltête et al., 2012), simply
8 See Annex 6.C1 in Supplementary materials.
9 A simplified formulation of the PWPD family (s-PWPD) is proposed in Estreguil

et al. (2012). It only considers the landscape unit normalization as in Eq. (2a), Annex
6.C1 in Supplementary materials.
requires an appropriate definition of the corresponding probability of connectivity
to be adopted, without needing any modification to the PWPD mathematical
structure.

2.5. Final model workflow and data available for demonstration

The data and information flow for computing the proposed harmonized set of
indices into a concise modelling framework is illustrated in Fig. 3. Directed edges
show the chain of data-transformations (de Rigo, 2012c) connecting the initial and
derived e intermediate and final e data layers (nodes). The landscape mosaic
patternmodel was computed using a circular filter (moving windows) operating the
sum of the three landscape units and calculating their proportion. This spatial
analysis may be implemented in two equivalent ways. Using GIS tools, ESRI ArcGIS
10.0 provides the “Focal Statistics” algorithm which was easy to automate with
Python scripting (Van Rossum and Drake, 2011). The free software GRASS GIS
(Steiniger and Hay, 2009; Neteler et al., 2012) is also able to operate the mosaic
analysis with the module “r.neighbours” (Shapiro, 2010). Using array programming
tools, a two-dimensional convolution with a circular constant kernel and subse-
quent reclassification may ease reproducibility and reusability by means of concise
codelets. This second approach is presented in Supplementary materials with the
use of semantic array programming (de Rigo, 2012b,c).

The connectivity dispersal distance, which represents a value of movement cost
through different habitats, was obtained using least-cost path method with ESRI
algorithms “Cost Distance” and “Path Distance” in ArcGIS 10.0 (ESRI, 2011a,b). GRASS
GIS has “r.cost” (Awaida and Westervelt, 2011) and “r.drain” (Miller et al., 2004)
modules which are equivalent algorithms for deriving least-cost paths.

At this stage, the integration of the whole set of data-transformations into one
single toolbox was not possible solely because two steps are processed with stand-
alone software (GUIDOS and Conefor). This would be easily solved as discussed in



Fig. 3. The data and information flow for computing the proposed harmonized set of indices. The integration with existing software is highlighted. The specific role of Conefor and
GUIDOS MSPA is underlined, while the general role of GIS tools and semantic array programming (SemAP) are annotated so to ease discriminating where tasks may be performed
equivalently using GIS or SemAP. Most of these tasks are straightforward operations such as reclassification and extraction. Some others less trivial and related to assessing the
General/Simplified Mosaic are summarized in Supplementary materials.
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the last section of this paper. For the sake of reproducibility, GRASS GIS would be an
alternative to ArcGIS which is a proprietary, closed-source tool.

The computation of the models (Fig. 3) was demonstrated on sixty-five samples
of 1 km2 which offered harmonized habitat maps from the EBONE European project.
Each map was available as seamless vector layer with 400 m2 MMU and based on a
common classification system into General Habitat Categories (GHCs) (Bunce et al.,
2008). GHCs are organized in five super-categories i.e. whether the land element is
‘Urban/artificial’ (URB), ‘Cultivated’ (CUL), ‘Sparsely vegetated’ (SPV) ‘Herbaceous’
(HER), ‘Trees or Shrubs’ (TPS). The last three GHC categories are further detailed as
grassland, shrub and tree species based on life forms and height. In the TPS class,
non-forest phanerophytes habitats with a height varying from 0.3 m to 5 m are
discriminated from forest phanerophyte habitats (FPH) which are trees above 5 m
height. The later class (FPH) was selected as the focal habitat class (f) for this study.
Tall phanerophytes (TPH) were also used in the connectivity model.

The GHC’s vector maps of all available samples were rasterised at 1 m spatial
resolution, For themorphological patternmodel, they were reclassified into a binary
raster layer forest phanerophytes (FPH)-non-forest. For the landscape mosaic
pattern model, the GHCs raster maps were reclassified into a tri-dimensional raster
layer according to three main habitat types used as proxies of land use intensity,
namely natural/semi-natural (trees/shrubs TPS; herbaceous HER; sparsely vegetated
SPV), cultivated (CUL) and urban/artificial types (URB) (Fig. 2). The width of edge
habitats (edge depth) vary greatly among species but in forestry, the edge width is
generally related to the height and structure of the forest and ranges from narrow
(20 m) to wide (160 m) according to Franklin and Forman (1987). The edge width in



Table 6
Indices applied to two samples in Austria (squares codes: AU113 and AU331).

Indices AU113 AU331

General FP 0.627 0.567
NAP 0.737 0.977

Morphology IFP 0.642 0.466
IF*P 0.696 0.688
ISP 0.041 0.028
LIP 0.054 0.148

Interface SI-BONN 0.204 0.621
SI-ISNN 0.088 0.504
SI-LINN 0.039 0.657

Connectivity PC 0.349 0.313
RPC 0.591 0.559
IsoSi 0.499 0.549
APC 0.784 0.967
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the morphological patternmodel as well as the disk radius for the neighbourhood in
the landscape mosaic model (s) was set at 25 m.

To compute the four indices of the connectivity model component, the effective
inter-patch distance was selected. Demonstration was made for a 500 m average
dispersal ability due to the sample size10 (1 km2) and review of most frequent upper
limit of distance thresholds in seven types of dispersal mode11 (Vittoz and Engler,
2007). Costs of movement (friction f) were assigned to every habitat types using a
logarithmic increment values from forest/tall trees types of habitats (FPH and TPH
were allocated lowest friction 1) to urban habitats (highest friction 10.000). The cost
distance matching the 50% probability (costd50%) corresponded to the average
dispersal distance (d50%¼ 500m)multiplied by the average friction per distance unit
(avf). The average frictionwas set at half a logarithmic scale of frictions, being from 1
to 10,000 (avf ¼ 100).

3. Results

The workflow in Fig. 3 for the four-family set of indices
(Tables 2e5) was applied to the focal forest phanerophyte (FPH)
habitat (f) in the EBONE database. For clarity, the fixed attributes (f,
nat, s, avf, d) will be omitted in labelling each index. Analysis units
are the 1 km2 samples, which represent the landscape scale.

3.1. Models implementation for a forest habitat pattern
characterisation

Section 3.1 wishes to illustrate the implementation of the
modelling approach for two squares. The implementation of the
indices over the whole set of sixty-five squares can partly be found
in Estreguil et al. (2011).

First, the share of natural/semi-natural habitats (NAP) and the
share of the forest habitat in each sample were easily computed.
Table 6 provides the values for two samples which have similar
forest proportion but different forest distributions and non-forest
landscape matrix (Fig. 4: AU331 has a predominant natural land-
scape with 85 forest nodes while AU113 is a landscape mosaic of
natural, urban and cultivated habitats with 33 forest nodes). These
two samples are well suited to illustrate the benefit of combining
the models, which is to characterise simultaneously the structure
(morphology), context (edge interface) and isolation (connectivity)
of the forest patches.

Second, for the morphological pattern model component, the
binary raster layer forest (FPH)-non-forest was processed with
GUIDOS using a narrow forest edge width (s equal to 25 m). The
output morphological pattern map has twenty-five forest pattern
10 The average distance between pairs of uniformly distributed random points in a
1 km � 1 km cell would be 520 m while the mode would be 480 m (see Annex 3,
Fig. 2 of Supplementary materials).
11 While Vittoz and Engler (2007) focus on seeds dispersal modes, they include
information on animal vectors of dispersal (zoochory).
classes further simplified into five classes (interior, boundary,
connector, branch, islet) as described in Section 2.2 and illustrated
for two samples in Fig. 4 (top). Their forest shares including also the
one for the linear features were calculated (Fig. 5, left and Table 6).

Third, the edge interface pattern model component was run in
two steps. The tri-dimensional habitat raster maps (natural, culti-
vated and urban) were processed to generate the landscape mosaic
pattern map (Fig. 4, bottom) where the immediate neighbourhood
(disk radius of 25m for an area of nearly 0.2 ha) around each square
metre of land was characterised according to the seventeen mosaic
classes. The non-forest classes were masked and the seventeen
mosaic classes were aggregated into four main mosaic pattern
types (‘core natural’ NN, ‘mainly natural’ N, ‘mixed natural’ MN, or
‘some natural’ SN) as described in Section 2.3 and illustrated for
two samples (AU331 and AU113) in Fig. 4 (bottom). Their forest
shares are provided in Fig. 5 (right). Their respective forest mosaic
pattern maps in Fig. 5 enable us to visualize differences in forest
edge interfaces: natural e ‘soft’ e type of interfaces (NN at edges),
or more ‘hard’ type of interfaces (mixed natural MN or some natural
SN at edges) where forest abut cultivated and/or urban habitats.

The second automatic processing step was on combining the
morphological and mosaic pattern maps to provide the edge inter-
face context (natural or artificial) permorphological shapes of edges
and deliver the similarity index (Table 6). The differences of the two
samples in terms of forest morphology and edge interface can be
picked up from the two model components and are illustrated in
Fig. 6 and Table 6. Edge interfaces in sample AU331 aremore natural
for all edge morphologies (boundaries, branches, connectors and
islets) than in AU113 (SN shares are very low in Fig. 6 and SI-BONN
much higher in AU331 (20.4% and 62.1% respectively)). AU331 has
however a more fragmented forest landscape morphology (more
linear features as connectors and branches, more boundaries, more
islets). AU113 has a higher interior forest amount (IFP) distributed in
fewer and larger patches than AU331 (Table 6): 63% distributed in
nine patches with an average size of 4.4 ha against 46% in seventeen
patches with an average size of 1.5 ha. In AU113, forest edges are
more exposed to anthropogenic habitats (35.9% compared to 13.3%
for SI-BOMN). More than half of forest branches that often represent
protrusions at edges, have ‘hard’ edge interfaces in AU113 (46.9% for
SI-BRSN, while only 0.9% in AU331). The natural surroundings of
interior forest patches in AU331 also explain the value of IF*P which
is significantly higher than IFP.

Last, but not least, forest connectivity indices from the PWPD
family (PC, RPC, IsoSi, APC) were calculated with a fixed average
dispersal distance of 500 m for an average friction of 100 and
habitat friction values that are detailed in Section 2.4 (Table 6 for
the two samples).

When RPC and IsoSi are compared to forest proportion (FP),
IsoSi is always lower than RPC due to less intra-patch area weight
(only the arrival patch area per pair of patches) as expected.
Consequently IsoSi is more sensitive to the inter-patch landscape
resistance, and possible barrier effects to dispersal and gives more
focus on the probability of species movement. In contrast PC and
RPC react better to habitat availability (its intra and inter-
connectivity). The APC index does not account for forest availabil-
ity but its configuration and the matrix resistance. Differences in
the APC values across the two samples are clearly highlighted. In
AU331 the APC is very close to one, which represents a matrix
without movement costs, and reflects well the more natural
context in this sample when compared to AU113.

3.2. Towards a standardised set of indices

The question is now on how to report the set of indices to
comprehensively describe the samples with independent and



Fig. 4. Morphological (top) and landscape mosaic (bottom) pattern maps for forest for two samples in Austria (squares codes: AU113 and AU331, other squares illustrated in
Estreguil et al. (2011)).
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fundamental components of pattern and connectivity for a focal
habitat. Statistical methods such as factor analysis can be used to
organize and reduce the number of indices but the idea is however
not to develop composite indexes, nor restrict the analysis to one
single preferred measure. As a follow-up of Section 2, the four
categories that organize the set of indices will be checked for their
redundancy: general landscape indices (NAP, FP), natural edge
interface indices (SI-BONN, SI-ISNN, SI-LINN), morphological indices
Fig. 5. Forest proportion in each morphological shape class (left) and in each landscape mo
biogeographic region in Estreguil et al. (2011)).
(IF*P, ISP, LIP), and connectivity indices (PC, RPC, IsoSi, APC). This
reporting choice is oriented towards a natural/semi-natural driven
pattern. Alternatively, the reporting choice could be more towards
anthropogenic driven pattern with the second category as artificial
edge interface indices.

Twelve indices were retained for all samples and their correla-
tion matrix has been computed (it is presented in Annex 2 Table 1
of Supplementary materials). Given the low cardinality of the
saic class (right) for the two samples in Austria (results for the sixty-five samples per



Fig. 6. Edge interfaces of each edge morphological shapes for the two samples in Austria (other samples illustrated in Estreguil et al. (2011)).
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dataset, a jack-knife analysis12 has been carried out to qualitatively
assess the sensitivity of the linear correlation statistics. Sixty-five
correlation matrices were computed by removing each time a
different row of data, corresponding to a different location.

Correlations are generally low or around 50%, apart from three
pairs of indices. Within the ‘Morphology’ set, IF*P and ISP are
negatively correlated (ranging in �0.85 O �0.79) due to the fact
that forest proportions in interior forest and in islet are inter-
dependent for a selected edge size (the highest IFP, and a fortiori
the highest IF*P, the lowest ISP as shown in Annex 3 Fig. 1 of
Supplementary materials). As expected, interior forest proportion
appears to be correlated to both FP (0.68 O 0.71) and NAP
(0.63O 0.69, see also Annex 2 Table 1 of Supplementary materials).
Within the ‘interface’ set, the correlation for SI-BONN and SI-LINN
(0.9 O 0.92) is more surprising and seems to indicate a correlation
between the landscape context of edges and of linear features (see
also in Fig. 7). The reference dataset also shows a relatively high
correlation (around 0.7) with NAP for the interface indices for edges
and linear features, surprisingly not for islets (less than 0.5) sug-
gesting their isolation in less similar adjacent habitats (Annex 2
Table 1 of Supplementary materials).

Correlation is high for FP and IsoSi and RPC as expected (see
previous section) and shown in Annex 3 Fig. 1 of Supplementary
materials. The correlation between the set of connectivity indices
and the forest proportion has also been computed (Annex 2 Table 1
of Supplementary materials). As expected, PC and RPC are highly
correlatedwith FP due to theweight of habitat availability; IsoSi has
a lower correlation while APC can be considered as not correlated
with any of the indices (Annex 3 Fig. 1 of Supplementary materials).
On the basis of those results, we could suggest to select one of the
three indices depending on users’ needs. When inter-patch con-
nectivity and species movement are at focus, APC may be more
appropriate. When fluxes of species (as proxy, species amount
depends on patch size) in between patches are as important as the
feasibility of movement, IsoSi may be more suited. When intra-
patch connectivity is more important than inter-patch connectiv-
ity, PC or RPC may be preferred. As shown in Fig. 7, APC does not
appear strongly correlated with NAP.

The classical correlation analysis is only able to account for
linear relationships among quantities. The twelve indices all range
from 0 to 1 and their semantics (the “desirability” of the corre-
sponding habitat pattern) in all cases positively correlates with
increasing index’s values. Nevertheless, given the complex
12 See Annex 4, Codelet 2 in Supplementary materials.
nonlinear definition of some indices, a generalized nonlinear
analysis is recommendable. Nonlinear Principal Component Anal-
ysis, NL-PCA (Kramer, 1991; Dong and McAvoy, 1996; Schölkopf
et al., 1998) could provide further insights on intrinsic relation-
ships among indices. Hierarchical NL-PCA (Scholz and Vigàrio,
2002; Scholz et al., 2008) is able to constrain a nonlinear decom-
position to rank the components’ importance similarly to how
linear PCA does. Decomposition sensitivity could be assessed via
resampling iterations while the discontinuity of decomposition
parameterization among iterations could be mitigated by per-
turbing the parameters selected in previous iterations with general
evolutionary techniques. For example, the SIEVE parameter
training architecture (Selective Improvement by Evolutionary
Variance Extinction, de Rigo et al., 2005) is suitable in iterative
nonlinear problems where discontinuities between subsequent it-
erations may be needed while continuity is generally desirable (de
Rigo et al., 2001). Unfortunately, nonlinear decomposition is not
unique as linear principal components are. It depends on the
nonlinear family chosen for describing the components and on the
training methodology for extracting them from the set of indices.
The aforementioned mitigations would still preserve a degree of
arbitrary choice. This makes the application of NL-PCA (despite a
powerful and otherwise recommendable approach) problematic
for providing a characterisation of pattern more focused on
robustness and generality e also reducing the amount of hypoth-
eses on the structure of indices’ relationships e than on explicit
derivation of empirical decomposition equations. Furthermore, the
relatively small amount of available samples suggests not to
attempt to derive explicit empirical equations for either principal
components or regressors between the indices. An implicit
approach is instead proposed.

In order to account for a wide domain of possible relationships
among indices, the linear statistical analysis has been com-
plemented with an analysis of general (nonlinear and even non-
monotone) relationships by using Brownian Distance Correlation
(Szekely et al., 2007; Szekely and Rizzo, 2009a,b; Lyons, 2011)
analysis. Classical Pearson product-moment correlation ranges in
[�1,1] and it iswell-known that a null value of that correlation is not
a sufficient condition for excluding nonlinear dependencies. Under
weak mathematical assumptions,13 Brownian Distance Correlation
(BDC) generalizes (Szekely and Rizzo, 2009a,b; Rémillard, 2009) the
idea of correlation by enabling comparisons between multi-
dimensional quantities (e.g. categories composed by groups of
13 See footnote.5



Fig. 7. Scatter charts showing partly unexpected relationships between indices (captured by the proposed correlation analysis). Samples AU113 and AU331 are highlighted: (on the
left) correlation between the landscape context of edges SI-BONN and of linear features SI-LINN; (on the right) low correlation between the share of natural/semi-natural habitats
(NAP) and the connectivity index APC.
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indices) and by providing a statistic in [0, 1] whose value is zero if
and only if the analysed quantities are independent. BDC is able to
detect nonlinear and nonmonotone dependence. Furthermore, BDC
is scale invariant and also rotation invariant (Szekely and Rizzo,
2009a,b).

A jack-knife analysis14 has been carried out to qualitatively
assess the sensitivity of the BDC mono- and multi-dimensional
statistics (de Rigo, 2012a), benefiting from concise codelets which
follow the semantic array programming paradigm as implemented
by the Mastrave modelling library (de Rigo, 2012b,c) within the
GNU Octave computing environment (Eaton et al., 2008). The
resulting minimum and maximum value of BDC for each couple of
indices is in Table 7. For each index, its maximum BDC e either
including or excluding the category to which the index belongs e

has been summarized to report the highest detected dependence
between that index and the others. Less correlated indices are
highlighted and ranked (max BDC rank), qualitatively showing the
contribution of each index as provider of information not derivable
from other indices (see also Table 8). Only this ranking and there-
fore comparison between estimations with same size is exploited.
Also, a certain amount of dependence is theoretically expected
among all indices. Therefore, neither testing statistical hypotheses
on independence, nor accounting for the sample cardinality of BDC
estimations (Szekely and Rizzo, 2009b) is here relevant. In both
rankings APC is the least correlated one and is always followed by
indices belonging to different categories (SI-ISNN in the Interface
category; NAP in the General category; ISP or LIP in theMorphology
category).

The BDC invariance can be extended to cover generic monotone
transformations (so that for example PC and RPC indices would be
considered equivalent and perfectly correlated, see Annex 2 Table 2
of Supplementary materials, because RPC is a monotonic trans-
formatione the positive square roote of PC). The extension is based
on replacing the indices with their rank,15 leading to the rank-based
(Szekely and Rizzo, 2009a; Rémillard, 2009) version of BDC (R-BDC)
whose corresponding jack-knife analysis is summarized in Table 10
of Supplementary materials. As for BDC, the maximum R-BDC
14 See Annex 4, Codelet 3 in Supplementary materials.
15 The rank of a vector X ¼ [X1 . Xn] is a permutation P ¼ rank(X) of the integers 1
. n such that X(P) ¼ [XP1 . XPn] is monotonically non-decreasing. In case of
repeated values within X, ties in rank should be broken randomly (Szekely and
Rizzo, 2009a) for a correct application of R-BDC (so that in this case rank(X) is
not unique). See Annex 4, Codelet 3 in Supplementary materials for further details.
correlation of each index e either including or excluding the cate-
gory to which the index belongs e has been summarized.

Less correlated indices are highlighted and ranked, showing that
in both rankings APC is the least correlated one and is always fol-
lowed by indices belonging to different classes (SI-ISNN in the
Interface class; NAP in the General class; ISP or IF*P in the
Morphology class). When R-BDC correlations only refer to outside-
category indices, IF*P maximum R-BDC (0.743) is slightly less than
the maximum R-BDC of NAP (0.746); however the jack-knife vari-
ability of the corresponding values is ten times greater.

Since both BDC and R-BDC analyses on the twelve indices
corroborated the reasonability of the hypothesized categorisation, a
further analysis was performed using the multi-dimensional BDC
(Md-BDC) to assess the relationship between isolated indices and
subsets of indices grouped by category (Annex 2 Table 3 of
Supplementarymaterials). Euclidean distancewas used to compute
distances for multi-dimensional groups and the Md-BDC was also
computed in its rank-based version (MdR-BDC). For each index, its
maximum Md-BDC and MdR-BDC e obviously both computed
outside the category to which the index belongs e have been
summarized. Again, less correlated indices are highlighted and
ranked confirming that in both rankings APC is the least correlated
one, always followed by SI-ISNN in the Interface category and ISP in
the Morphology category. The less Md-BDC-correlated index of the
General category remains NAP, always preceded by two Interface
indices.

Concluding this section with the synoptic Table 8, it is inter-
esting to note that APC is always selected and always followed by
one index belonging to different categories, thus confirming the
proposed categorisation. However, it is advisable to critically assess
what is the overall meaning of the analysis on less BDC-correlated
indices.

In principle, an index defined as pure white noise would be
highlighted as the one providing “information” completely not
available from other indices (so replacing the role here played by
APC). It should therefore be evident that the proposed statistical
analysis is able to detect loosely coupled indices, irrespective of
their possibly nonlinear or even nonmonotone relationship with
other indices. However, it is not able to assess the “reasonableness”
of these indices. A semantic analysis is always required to corrob-
orate these highlights by discussing the soundness and relevance of
both indices and categories of indices (as discussed in Section 2.4
for the selection of the most appropriate connectivity index
depending on the interest of the user).



Table 7
Variability (jack-knife extremes) of the Brownian Distance Correlation matrix (BDC) between the twelve indices. Distance correlation greater than 0.8 (green cells) and 0.6
(light green cells) is highlighted, as well as distance correlation less than 0.3 (red higher values). For each index, its maximum BDC e either including or excluding the category
to which the index belongs e has been summarized and indices have been ranked (max BDC rank) from the less correlated one. The same rank is assigned to indices for which
the range of variability of the corresponding maximum BDC overlaps for more than 50%.16
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4. Discussion and future developments

This paper is of particular relevance in the context of biodiver-
sity policy reporting on habitat pattern, fragmentation and con-
nectivity. Potential (non-expert) users are either from landscape
planning or environmental local, regional, national or international
agencies. This paper presents a generic, reproducible and concise
characterisation of habitat patterns which is based on a harmo-
nized mathematical description classifying known indices while
suggesting new ones as logical complement. It also promotes the
derivation of a small, simple and integrated set of indices, easily
customised depending on user focus and semantics. The unam-
biguous, easy computability and reproducibility of the indices are
ensured by the integrated use of publicly available software. This
effort could be considered in line and complementary to recent
‘computation oriented’ ones on integrating available landscape
measures’ calculations, as for example the extensible library by
Zaragozí et al. (2012) (Land-metrics Do It Yourself). Similar tools
could ease exploiting new measures and methods such as the ones
proposed in this paper. At the same time, our proposed method-
ology for robustly identifying less correlated measures and families
16 The overlap percentage between the maximum BDC of two indices simply
considers the intervals within the extremes of variability of the corresponding
maximum BDC. It is computed by comparing the intersection between the two
intervals against the smaller interval. With larger datasets, as far as not only the
variability range but even the information provided by the empirical distribution of
jack-knife estimations might be considered of interest, nonparametric tests such as
the ManneWhitney U test may be preferable.
of measures could be applied to any set of numerical indices
satisfying quite general mathematical assumptions.

The proposed system of pattern characterisation refers to four
main families of indices computed in one unique modelling frame:
general landscape composition, focal habitat morphology, edge
interface and connectivity. The three available pattern model
components were revisited to present new indices, programmed
when necessary and automated for large data processing. The
combination of twomodel components (GUIDOS/MSPA application
and Landscape Mosaic model) is a new tool to provide the edge
interface context of identified morphological shapes (edge of
interior habitat, connecting linear features and physically isolated
islets). The habitat morphology and edge interface index family
requires the detection of connecting pathways, a feature which is
only available inMSPA and not from traditional patch area and edge
measures. Furthermore, a new family of connectivity indices
derived from the Conefor Sensinode PC index was proposed as a
Power Weighted Probability of Dispersal (PWPD) function to allow a
weighted sensitivity of connectivity measures to the matrix
permeability (proxy). The model components are spatially explicit
and only require few simplee still essentiale input variables (edge
size, dispersal distance, resistance values for habitat matrix),
rendering them generic enough and easily adaptable to a variety of
focal habitats. While our study demonstrates the feasibility of
characterising and measuring habitat pattern, still several critical
challenges remain to be addressed in future research. The scaling
behaviour of indices should be examined for several Euclidian disk
radius (representing both the edge size in habitat morphology and



Table 8
Ranking of maximum BDC family of statistics for each index. The family of statistics includes BDC and rank-based BDC (R-BDC) e either including or excluding the category to
which each index belongs e and multi-dimensional BDC (Md-BDC, also including the rank-based version MdR-BDC) between each index and the proposed categories.
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the size of the immediate surroundings in the edge interface
context) and for different spatial resolutions of the input map. This
point was partially addressed in Ostapowicz et al. (2008). There is
also the need to conduct ‘neutral model’ analysis to set standards
for comparing and interpreting the patterns identified by the
indices. For example, Riitters et al. (2007) analysed the behaviour of
MSPA based habitat morphological shapes on randomly generated
habitat maps according to the proportion and morphological
configuration of the focal class. Neutral models should be also
applied by controlling the composition of the non-focal landscape.
Regarding connectivity, we know that the connections between
habitat patches are best characterised through a probabilistic
model like the probability of connectivity from Saura and Torné
(2009), in which there is a certain probability of dispersal among
habitat patches, typically modelled as a decreasing function of
inter-patch Euclidean or effective distance. The performance and
flexibility that offer the PC derived PWPD function should be
evaluated against other available indices like fluxes, dispersal suc-
cess and cell immigration indices similarly as in Saura and Pascual-
Hortal (2007).

Future work is needed on implementing all the computation
steps of the modelling approach in one toolbox. Full integration is
not yet achieved since two steps are processed with stand-alone
software which run only via graphical user interface (GUI). The
access of GUIDOS and Conefor libraries by Python should be
addressed: it would allow data to be processed by command line
and a one-step process to be developed.

The integrated modelling exercise was demonstrated with
twelve indices applied to sixty-five habitat maps for reporting on
the pattern of the forest phanerophyte habitat in European land-
scapes. The pattern characterisation was corroborated by an in
depth statistical jack-knife analysis based on classical linear cor-
relation and nonlinear Brownian Distance Correlation (BDC, R-BDC,
Md-BDC, MdR-BDC). This statistical correlation analysis constitutes
an alternative to the more traditionally used Principal Component
Analysis. The results highlight the less correlated and the funda-
mental pattern components, corroborating the hypothesized hier-
archical organization of a final set of twelve indices into four
categories, and also the feasibility of reducing further the number
of indices within each category.

After implementation of the models and indices and to add
visibility to reporting, the sample based spatial pattern data layers
and attributes (indices) were prepared according to a defined
common (ESRI shape) data structure and can now be accessed
through a web-based mapping client that has been developed
(Estreguil et al., 2011). The map viewer allows the user to view the
location of EBONE field based samples, to view habitat maps, to
query the presence and extent of habitats per sample and per
environmental zones, to view habitat pattern maps and related
indices on morphology, edge interface and connectivity. For each
available sample, the environmental site conditions and manage-
ment style will be soon available as well as multi-temporal fine-
scale habitat maps that would enable to partly address the
behaviour or response of indices to spatiotemporal variations.

The proposed pattern characterisation picks-up relevant land-
scape specificities which are not restricted to basic patch area
measures such as in Krauss et al. (2010). It is expected to contribute
to studies across temporal and spatial scales on patterneprocess
relationships and would allow their comparison across regions. We
would suggest applying it to targeted habitats that are considered
at risk from fragmentation, and particularly vulnerable when
combined with effects of climate change as suggested by Kettunen
et al. (2007).

Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.envsoft.2013.10.
011.
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